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Abstract
Here in Gurugram, tall, uniform, cold, imposing buildings loom over a newly developed
metropolis, futilely competing with each other to become remarkable landmarks of
the near future. Here, I close my eyes and fondly remember the celebratory streets and
inextinguishable, vibrant atmosphere of New Delhi, one of the oldest cities in the country,
which I used to joyfully call my home. Opening my eyes, all I see when I look outside my
window are either vast spans of bare land or vertical skyscrapers and construction sites.
Memories of home, objects, places, and streets are my living archive of my past experiences
and journey to the present.
In my thesis work, a textile installation hung in a residential lobby, I juxtapose the
unfamiliar, stark modernity found in Gurugram with my sentiments of belonging to the
age-old traditions and materiality of New Delhi. I address the loss of a rich heritage, culture,
and identity, the intrusion of modernity, idealistic aspirations bound by standardization, and
a sense of estrangement towards a fast-progressing place. Transforming these issues into
woven repositories of memory, my textiles narrate the tangible and intangible negotiations
of my journey, leading to an aspirational co-existence of the two worlds. The imagery,
patterns, and surfaces of the seven textile panels in Building Narratives originated from my
walks through the lanes and by-lanes of New Delhi as well as amid the massive, modern
buildings of Gurugram over the past two years. Paying attention to patches, marks, spills,
lines, layers, colors, and textures that often go unnoticed allowed me to find continuity
between the two cities. In the studio, I begin by drawing the simple, clean, geometric forms
of modernist buildings, then disrupt the grid with layering, color, cutting through, and
clipping away to reveal a contrasting pattern beneath. My textiles are finally realized in
jacquard and as digital printed fabrics.
Through my thesis work I have tried to find ‘the space in-between’, a middle path and
unified vision between traditions and modernity—both in cities and in craft and design—that
embraces a holistic identity. This book narrates the story of my and my family’s experience
of displacement and migration to a new city and memoirs of my life in the city I used to call
home. It is a written and visual record of my inspiration, process, experimentation, and
investigation. Through the translation of my ideas into textiles designed for modern spaces
in India, I wish to engage the audience in an inquiry about the risk of cultural heritage loss
with the burgeoning international style of architecture in contemporary cities. I want people
to immerse themselves in this installation, slow down for a moment, and really think about
what has been lost—and what might be regained.
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“For you are dust,
And to dust you shall return.”

(Genesis 3:19)

From Dusk to Dust
Dusk at the house on Lajpat Nagar was always peaceful, except for the echo of the
breeze and chitter chatter from the temple park nearby. It was an old, sprawling
house located in the heart of the city. A white house with terracotta trim, with most
of its paint chipped away. A century-old banyan tree grew before the bungalow, which
stood strong, basking in its shade. While only sixty years old, the house was built in
a traditional Indian setting and style and had a rustic, ancient vibe to it. Two stories
high, it was built around a huge, open central courtyard, which brought in natural
light and ventilation and formed the core of the house, with rooms arranged around
it. I remember being amazed by the dark walnut teak door that opened up to a huge
quadrangle with high ceilings and large windows all around. The house’s exterior
featured large glass windows, providing uninterrupted continuity with the green, lush
backyard garden, interweaving the indoor spaces with the outdoor landscape at all
times. The beautiful movement of light and shadow through and around the house
activated the space with warmth and life.
This house easily accommodated our large joint family and saw the upbringing of
three generations. My grandfather never wanted to bring about any major changes to
the house, so it stayed much the same in the time I knew it. To me it was like a giant
archive or treasure chest of fond memories. I can sometimes still smell the waft of
old, antique teak wood furniture that permeated the air. I can still hear the footprints
of me and my cousins running up and down the staircase. When I close my eyes, I can
hear the creaking of the metal door next to my mother’s room, opening up to the lawn
in front of my house where my brother and I played badminton and ran around with
my golden retriever, Twix. I can still see the kitchen where I would help my mother
bake her famous apple crumble. Vivid images rush to my mind about the room where
I played board games with my father every night after he got home from work. I
remember sitting with my parents on the white, wrought-iron swing in our spacious
backyard on sunny winter mornings. The lingering swirls of sweet, warm, rich, and
woody scents of the sandalwood incense sticks that my grandfather lit every morning
as a part of his spiritual morning routine are unforgettable.
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The Lajpat Nagar house was situated on the Ring Road, in South Delhi, now a main
thoroughfare full of shops, hospitals, banks, and traffic. My mother often narrates
how green and quiet the street used to be and how she would take me and my
brother for a stroll in our prams there several times a day. The area was once a
completely residential colony and walking through the lanes one could enjoy the
fresh air, with trees planted on either side of the road. Over the years, we saw our
neighbourhood become more and more commercial day by day, families moving
out and houses being demolished in order to build large retail stores. The quiet
lanes that were once empty of any kind of noise, motor vehicles, and pollution now
became among the busiest and most crowded streets of the city. We didn’t realize it
as it was happening, but looking back now at how the landscape changed so quickly,
it’s no wonder that it was soon our turn to leave.
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“Space expands or contracts in the tensions and
functions through which it exists. Space is not a
static, inert thing. Space is alive, Space is dynamic:
Space is imbued with movement expressed by forces
and counterforces; Space vibrates and resounds with
color, light and form in the rhythm of life.”

Hans Hofmann
“Excerpts from the Teaching of Hans Hofmann,” 1948

Delhi: The Texture of Memory
During my winter vacation in India last year I visited my new home,
where my family had relocated a year prior, for the first time. As I stood
on the balcony of our apartment building on the 9th floor of The Belaire
apartment complex in Gurugram, I found myself looking out onto a
beautifully manicured lawn, a huge swimming pool, a basketball court,
and a tennis court, all the modern amenities of a plush condominium.
Suddenly, I felt a rush of emotions, not excitement for the awaiting
“luxury,” but sadness and pain that shot deep into my heart. I tried to
understand the feelings in the context of this new place with its new
people, monochromatic buildings, and missing history. I realised I was
missing my ancestral home where I spent 25 years of my life—Lajpat
Nagar, New Delhi, the capital city of India.
With a fascinating blend of past and present, Delhi is a sprawling
metropolis. Situated on the banks of River Yamuna, it is surrounded by
the Aravalli hills across the west. For centuries, Delhi was at the heart
of the Mughal Empire, and its many historic monuments dotted across
the city stand testament to its former glory. However, the area’s human
history dates back to the early 50 BC. Jawaharlal Nehru, former Prime
Minister of India, often called Delhi “the grave of many empires and the
nursery of a republic.” Walking through the lanes and bylanes of this
multi-layered city, one can see how every other building is filled with
historical significance. One can trace India’s journey, the bright as well
the dark times that it has experienced through the passing years. It is a
city that has been built over time.
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As it transitioned from Khandavaprastha or Hastinapur to Dilli to New
Delhi over the centuries, it has witnessed the rise and fall of empires
over generations as well as seen the merging of different cultures and
traditions. Located in the north, its cultural life exhibits a unique blend
of the traditional and the cosmopolitan. Delhi has a chaotic asymmetric
beauty to it. One side of Delhi is still in the medieval style of architecture,
with a web of narrow, old winding lanes, age-old crowded markets and
traditional communities built in the 17th century. This Old Delhi holds its
traditional values, whereas, on the other hand, British-built New Delhi is
flourishing with contemporary legacies. This part of Delhi boasts broad
roads, leafy boulevards, grand colonial buildings and gracious Lutyens
bungalows. In every way, from its infrastructure to its architecture to its
arts, Delhi is a treasure-chest of memories and antiquity and truly the
heart of India.
I still remember the day my grandfather broke the news about having
sold the house just after I arrived at Rhode Island School of Design. The
ground slid beneath my feet as I realised with horror and sadness that
I could never return. This pain endures. I wondered why a 60-year-old
home, falling apart, had such an impact on me. Every room had a story
to tell; every corner reminded me of certain memories with family and
friends. It dawned on me that it is not just the bricks and mortar that
make a home, but the people with whom you spend the most precious
years of your life, whose presence remains somehow in the walls, in the air.
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New Delhi shaped me into the person I am today. Trying to unfold and
revive my childhood memories of Delhi, I find myself intoxicated with
millions of sights, sounds, fragrances, aromas and experiences that
seem to come tumbling out like an uncontrollable river. I constantly
miss the warmth of the colonies of Delhi and the hustle and bustle of
the crowds on the streets. In contrast to Gurugram’s shopping malls
selling branded goods, Delhi has fascinating indigenous markets and
colorful roadside stalls everywhere. As a child, I remember stepping
out of the back door of our home into the market just a stone’s throw
away where my mom always said one can find anything and everything
from a pin to an elephant. I remember being mesmerised by the
colorful hanging fabrics and the vendors selling beautiful handcrafted
jewellery. The intricate pattern details and the exuberant material
quality found in the local markets was beyond my imagination. It
came across as a world full of color and material richness. I fondly
remember visiting art fairs and music festivals happening every other
day. I miss my casual trips to the Delhi Haat where handicrafts from
all over the country are exhibited and sold, from local articrafts to
beautiful handmade fabrics, pottery to an array of everyday knick
knacks for the home. I miss the “mehendi walas,” the henna artists
sitting on the pavements, applying intricate designs on the palms of
women during festivals. My palette craves the mouth-watering street
food of Delhi sold in every nook and corner, especially the sweet and
spicy chaat and the tangy, yummy pani puris.
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And so, as I am filled with nostalgia visualising my old home, I realise,
it is specifically memories with my now deceased father that have
the greatest associative power. Our Sunday morning picnics and evening walks at the Lodhi garden remain among the most memorable
experiences we had together, and they later became a part of my
everyday routine. I remember welcoming the spring with our family
day excursions to this beautiful garden with our car packed with toys
and food. We would walk along the nine-acre park, trying to find the
perfect spot of sun and shade where my mother would spread out a
sheet and food from her cane basket. The garden looked magnificent
with flowers in full bloom, dotted with rustic ruins and historic tombs
amidst lush green surroundings. My father, brother, and myself played
frisbee and football on the green grounds that felt endless surrounded
by the tallest of trees and pretty gazebos. I remember holding my
father’s hand and chasing ducks and squirrels near the pond.
Each of these places, streets, objects and all that existed in the spaces
between them fill my memories and contribute to a larger narrative
of my life and my textiles. My work is an attempt to freeze all these
lovely memories that are cherished somewhere, somehow. It is in
the magic of all these memories that brings clarity to my process of
creating a memory archive. Memories are coded into my textiles, not
literally/pictorially, but sensorially.
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Gurugram: The Realities of the
“Smart,” New City
My new home in Gurugram, Haryana, is in a luxurious, new, modern, neat,
and clean 30-storey highrise. Not too far from Delhi in distance, Gurugram
is nonetheless a different world altogether. Once a complete flatland of
green fields, forests, and crops, nestled near the ridges of the Aravalli range
in Haryana, Gurugram, today is a sprawl of glass, steel, and concrete highrise offices, condominiums and malls that serve its growing population of
millions. Gurugram changed from a sleepy verdant village to a bustling tech
and finance center nearly overnight, exemplifying the fast-paced capitalism
and bourgeois aspirations of a new city in just twenty years.
Everything about Gurugram is instant, corporate, and artificial. A city built
from scratch, its land parcels were either owned by the state government
or by wealthy farming families. It was only around 1996-97, when DLF, one
of India’s largest real estate developers instrumental in the creation of this
modern city, built the first large office space for General Electric. Seeing the
progress and possibilities, other private developers like Unitech bought
land and started developing. Several multinational companies like Coca
Cola, Pepsi, Nestle, Motorola and Ericsson followed.
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The most striking aspect about Gurugram isn’t that it is a completely new
city that was erected out of nowhere in just a handful of years, but the
fact that this is happening all across the globe. In this era of compulsive
new city building, Gurugram has become the new normal. Hundreds of
entirely new cities have sprouted up across Asia and Africa since the early
2000s. Putrajaya (Malaysia), Naypyidaw (Myanmar), Songdo (South Korea),
Nanhui (China), and many other such “new cities” are totally new dots on
the map.
Like other big cities in the world that are becoming industrial and
financial hubs, Gurugram has been experiencing the challenges of rapid
urbanization. As the city grows to accommodate the migrating population
in search of work opportunities, construction sites are everywhere. As
I look out of my balcony on the ninth floor, this infant city looks like a
concrete jungle, with its bare buildings devoid of any ornament, tall
skyscrapers, ultra-modern office centres, and gloriously fancy glass-clad
malls.
Known as a “smart city,” Gurugram is centered around technological
developments, but at the same time decentered around the individual.
According to the author of Architecture and the Smart City, a city is “smart”
when technology is pervasive. “From smart meters to smart buildings,
from smart materials to smart grids, from smart communication to smart
citizens. Increasingly the world around us is becoming smart.” Just until
a few years ago, we could not have imagined a video call with a person
residing in a different city, leave alone, being overseas. A smart city uses
technology to provide services, solves city problems and gives citizens a
voice, thereby, saving money, resources, energy and time. Or at least that’s
the promise. For centering a city around technology, in my experience,
citizenship is not really the point.
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With an increase in material manufacturing capability and factory mass
production, a visible design aesthetic has been formed in Gurugram.
Glass, concrete, aluminium, synthetics, and steel are the primary materials
being utilized to create a boxy, futuristic, modern, space-like style. Use of
monochromatic colors, repetition, and a lack in architectural detail have
produced a unique form of sensory deprivation. Not only does this trend result
in an absence of intellectual stimulation, it effectively removes every aspect of
human touch, creating a cold, unwelcoming environment that reduces a sense
of well-being. Monotonous, tall, characterless architecture, empty of memory,
craft, sensory experience is in fact leading to an increase in the rate of crime
and mental breakdowns. Further, in a fast-paced urban lifestyle lived by people
without historical ties, everyone is too busy or disconnected to meet and greet,
which often results in anxiety and grief.
The “‘uniformity”’ in the architectural and technological manifestations
deprive the human habitats of cultural and regional identity. The human hand
with its perfect imperfections is absent here. This place could be a part of any
modern city and the buildings like any other across the world. Each building
imitates another, cast with a futuristic façade made of iron and steel panels,
reinforced concrete and glass. Bound by the norms of standardization, it is a
place where reality is made to be as minimal as possible even at the cost of
sacrificing the human. Having come from a land of haptic experiences, here I
experience a constant sense of space devoid of time, memory, color, texture,
character, soul, personality, taste, and warmth.
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Recently, waking up at a friend’s new apartment in a luxurious condominium
in Gurugram, I was unable to determine where I was in the world. The room
was like any other these days, with its neutral bedding, velvet upholstered
boucle lounge chair, and wooden-veneer cladded accent wall—tasteful yet
uncomfortable. The eerie uniformity extended well beyond the interiors of
the house. The building itself felt like it could have been located in any city
across the globe. From the window, I saw large signboards of brands and
cafes. It felt as if I woke up in a state of placelessness, which further gave me
a sense of escalating homogeneity amongst urban spaces, of being in a place
where history, folklore, identity, and human relation were not given a chance.
Everywhere looked like everywhere else, and as a result, anywhere felt like
nowhere in particular.
When I think about India, I think of exuberance, color, texture, culture and
history. I think of an array of festivals celebrated across the year, the many
languages spoken amongst the citizens, and a strong sense of unity in
diversity. Now in Gurugram, the absolute opposite environment, I wonder:
What really is modernity and what are its implications of growing “too fast”?
Is the aggressive sense of style and construction meant to catch up with and
imitate the West? What happens to us as people when we live in a place like
this which is devoid of culture, heritage, time and memory?
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Building Narratives
The Collection

Building Narratives is a seven-part installation adaptable to various interior spaces.
Its ideal or imagined site is an apartment building lobby in Gurugram, the city
where I currently live. Entering the apartment building lobby, a resident would walk
through a series of large-scale textile panels hung from the ceiling at varying heights
in an overlapping, nonlinear formation. The textiles alternately obscure and permit
views through the space and invite the viewer to weave through the spaces between
them. While conceived as a series and installation, each textile is different in its
imagery, construction, and meaning.
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Fragments
The first panel is a double-layer digitally printed textile. The top layer is printed on
translucent silk organza and the bottom layer on heavy linen. This piece is narrative
and metaphorical, relating to all the nostalgic experiences and memories my family
and myself witnessed growing up in our old home in New Delhi. This artwork is
inspired by an age-old magnificent banyan and jackfruit tree that stood strong
before our home and protected us from sun, hail, and storm. We saw its spreading
branches which hung to the ground and took root again, forming a number of
twisting passages. Among them lived squirrels, snails, and butterflies. The tree
was older than the house, older than my grandfather, maybe older than I can even
imagine. I could hide myself in its branches and behind its thick green leaves. The
natural motifs derived from jackfruit and the banyan tree are further combined with
rustic, textured, cracked walls signifying all the stories that lay beneath the surface.

54 x 72 inch
Digital print on silk organza and linen
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Street Scene
Vibrant and joyous colours—bright turquoise, sun yellow, basil green, deep
purple—splash across this gridded textile woven in natural, coarse wool. Feathered
floats of color convey a sense of light’s passage on a surface while vertical stripes
lend a sense of modernity that is simultaneously complicated by cutting through
the floats. The grey gradations beneath some of the color swatches signify shadows
that fall on the streets. These colors and structural effects are widely seen across
Delhi, whether in the clothes and turbans worn by passersby or in the stained-glass
windows of architecture, or on the dresses drying on lines. Here I wished to capture
in one distilled pattern, the energy and exuberance of Delhi’s streets.

54 x 36 inch
Woven jacquard using rayon and superfine merino
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Endless Continuity, Interrupted
The third panel reflects my view of the vast expanse of architectural highrise buildings
visible from my apartment’s 9th-floor balcony. This woven jacquard narrates the
coexistence of the wild and vibrant spirit of New Delhi in contrast to the minimal, bare
landscapes, the empty, flat, barren surfaces of glass and concrete that comprise the
modern buildings of Gurugram. This textile is inspired by my photographs of walls, floor,
ceilings, and exterior views, comprising a visual language of Gurugram. The expansive
sense of space, light, shadows, and textures in the urban city carries through into a
woven phenomenon. A varied combination of yarns establish a balance between the old
and the new. Dry wool and fuzzy mohair contrast with sleek and sparkling polyester yarn,
and techniques of tightly flat woven surfaces against barely bound, long, unruly, gritty
floats twist and entangle amongst one another. Bright shades of yellow, red, turquoise,
and pink extracted from Delhi’s street scenes, architecture, graffiti, doors, and stained
glass windows overlay the underlying cold grid. This panel speaks to the synchrony and
the resistance playing out between the two worlds.

54 x 24 inch
Woven jacquard using rayon, mohair and superfine merino
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Never-ending Infinity
The fourth textile is a long, vertical panel with grey, gradated vertical stripes overlaid
with irregularly spaced black lines. On top of that is a set of pale pink and green
diagonal stripes that resemble a reflection in glass and suggest the sweep of rain when
the wind blows hard. In Building Narratives, the design will be presented on organza.
I have also printed three other versions: a bold flat digital print on heavy cotton, an
extremely graphic version as a woven jacquard using polyester and rayon threads
resembling the sheen of glass and metal, and lastly another woven jacquard with floats
forming an obscured, transient surface. This motif abstracts the monotonous built
environment around me in Gurugram, where so many structures are clad in blue-grey
glass, a material that speaks not to permanence and safety but to fragility.

54.72 x 90 inch
Digital print on heavy cotton-linen blend and silk organza
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54 x 24 inch
Woven jacquard using cotton, rayon, poly floss and linen yarn
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Encroachment
The fifth textile panel is inspired by the upclose view I currently experience all day.
Across from my new apartment, all I see are large blocks of balconies jutting out from
nearby buildings. Repetitive, aggressive and covered with large expanses of flat, raw
concrete, blocking all sources of sunlight and warmth, they are an environmental
eyesore. Having spent my childhood in a house with a large central courtyard of red
earth and glossy, large-leaved verdure growing all around, it always felt as if we were
in sync with nature. This cold experience on the other hand is a complete shock. I
suffer from a constant feeling of claustrophobia. I began working on this pattern as a
small pencil drawing on paper. At every step I tried to convey a sense of monumental
presence and permanence. While working on my initial iterations, I was constantly
aware of the scale, form, space, and atmosphere it created. Once the drawing was
complete, I refined it digitally, adapting the shades of grey. This pattern was finally
realised as a digitally printed fabric on a heavy cotton linen blend.

54 x 115 inch
Digital print on heavy cotton linen and organic half-panama heavy cotton
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Continuities of Construction
The sixth textile began with a photograph of a construction site in Gurugram that
I then scanned and altered through repetition and voids. The final piece will be
woven, with black lines representing the scaffolding and gauze representing the
safety netting. Construction sites are everywhere in Gurugram as the city grows to
accommodate the migrating population for work opportunities. Like many other
big cities in the world, Gurugram faces the challenges of urbanization. Construction
means more pollution and traffic, burden on resources, and displacement of local
communities. Ironically, my dislike for new highrise constructions in the urban
landscape became the biggest inspiration for this woven piece, which points to the
hard reality that this pattern of growth has only begun.
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Material Exploration and Process
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Black scaffolding lines to be pulled out and clipped away in certain areas in the final fabric creating
a larger repeat pattern..
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Palimpsest
The seventh textile panel is a prototype for a full-scale, laser-cut screen or space
divider in an urban setting. The pattern has been extracted from beautifully carved
and intricately hand-painted geometric tessellations and motifs often found in the
ceilings of traditional Indian architecture. It also references the age-old technique
of interlaced mosaic work or ‘jaali pattern’—using bricks to make windows to let in
natural light and ventilation. As a child I remember being absolutely mesmerized
by the play of light and shadow created within these spaces by these decorative yet
sustainable designs. The beautiful glow of the heavy red bricks mixed with ample
natural, translucent light sparkling over it and trickling down the gaps forming
miraculous shapes and patterns, somehow had a very soothing and exciting effect
on me. Through this textile, I hope to create the same atmosphere of tranquility,
warmth, and air and light coming to life within the interiors of a cold, sleek, modern
environment. The purely white palette invites others to project their own memories
and sense impressions on the surface.
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Of Skin and Self
In high school I learnt what lay underneath my skin. Losing my father at a young age
of nine, I also lost complete interest in studies. Failing once, twice, and a couple more
times, I began building my experiences and learning from my mistakes. I started to
dance in the dark, just so I wouldn’t see my shadow. I began to walk alone, just so I
wouldn’t feel left behind. I began to play with color and materials in my textbooks, just
so I wouldn’t have to read them. What started as a method of avoidance turned into
a medium of expression. The rhythm of my shadow seemed confident and graceful.
I started meeting wonderful people while walking. My colour blotches were
appreciated as beautiful paintings. The power of creation and being playful around
materials helped me shape my skills, thought processes, and individuality.
Four years at undergrad school exposed me to textiles and the technique of weaving.
In no time I was hooked and indeed textiles became an integral part of me. I
compared the loom to a canvas, building and working my way up in a linear way.
The pace of weaving and textile construction initially seemed terrorising, but soon
proved to be soothing.
After one and a half years in graduate school at Rhode Island School of Design,
Covid-19 hit the world and I had to return to my home country, India. I was
absolutely disheartened and felt displaced. This was my first experience spending so
much time in the new, tiny apartment in Gurugram where my family had recently
moved. Being completely isolated within the four corners of the newly white-washed
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residence, with a constant, unpleasant, neverending view of enormous, cold,
overbearing highrises, I perpetually sensed a feeling of anxiety and loneliness.
Trying to escape from reality, I often found myself engaging and working with tactile
materials, drawing, painting, and baking for my family and friends.
Over this past year, my personal trajectory of multiple migrations made me
conscious of the relationship between memories, identity, time, and movement.
Moving from one of the oldest cities of the country, steeped in rich culture and
history, to a place that is almost instant and unplanned with no reference to its past
was jarring and disheartening, but also became an inspiration and integral part
of my life and practice. This sudden displacement redefined my notion of home,
which suspends between the conceptual dichotomies of remembering/forgetting,
temporary/permanent, attachment/detachment.
Building Narratives raises questions about cultural and heritage loss due to the
intrusion of modernity and presumed progress in a global contemporary space. It
seeks not to eliminate the latter, but to strike a balance between the two. Growing up
I always felt torn between my cultural roots and aspirations. This thesis clarified the
relationship between my worlds. Having been forced to move out of a deeply rooted
and layered city and shift to an instant city sensitized me towards the impending risk
in loss of traditions and values not just for myself but for so many around the world.
I earnestly hope to help others make peace with inevitable change and find comfort
through my work and the reflection it attempts to evoke.
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“The feeling of creating is really your fight against
depression. The thing is not to get depressed, which is not
interesting at all; the thing that is interesting is to get out
of depression, and the way to get out of depression is by
having a couple of bright ideas. It really works. Of course
it needs discipline, but that is really what is in back of the
work. It is like saying, Tomorrow is going to be beautiful.
Why say that? It is ridiculous—tomorrow is going to be just
like yesterday—but somehow something clicks somewhere
and you think, ‘This time I’m going to make it.’”

Louise Bourgeois
from Inside the Studio
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